
WEBER Automation
Process reliability in grinding technology  
through automation, handling, robotics  
and monitoringAU
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CONTINUOUS RELIABILITY 
 FOR PERFECT  

PARTS HANDLING.
Much time and energy go into the design of 

sheet metal parts. Developed to perfection, 

manufactured to perfection. However, 

process reliability is an essential prerequisite 

for automated manufacture of a product 

in consistently high quality and quantity – 

throughout the entire duration of production. 

WEBER grinding technology and parts handling  

for pristine, flawless parts.



WEBER handling systems
Automated depositing, turning, transfer and sorting of the parts

WEBER offers various turning concepts 
to optimise the process reliability and 
quantity of machined parts. For instance, 
conventional magnetic drum turning 
units are used for iron parts. Specially 
designed grooved drum turning units are 
used for non-ferrous metals.

Sorting, stacking, parts handling – in 
addition to grinding technology, WEBER 
offers state-of-the-art robot technology 
for gripping and stacking to meet our 
customers’ requirements, all from one 
source. As the robots are equipped 
with camera systems, they do without 
teaching and programming.

WEBER drag plates use the Poka Yoke 
principle to prevent incorrect depositing 
of parts on the conveyor belt during 
feeding. WEBER drag plates make it 
possible to control the feeding speed, 
make incorrect depositing impossible, 
and guarantee perfect spacing of parts at 
all times.

WEBER turning systems
Innovative workpiece turning  
systems for efficient machining

WEBER feeding systems
Drag plates for problem-free  
feeding

WEBER sorting systems
Innovative robot technology  
for large and small parts
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Depending on the material flow, space capacity and material type, the industry requires various 
machining, transfer and workpiece turning methods. WEBER offers systems customised for 
your product.

WEBER machining variants
Single-track or double-track – optimised for any requirement

WEBER turning systems
Innovative workpiece turning  
systems for efficient machining

WEBER feeding systems
Drag plates for problem-free  
feeding

WEBER sorting systems
Innovative robot technology  
for large and small parts



WEBER grinding and deburring machines 
are equipped as standard with a high-quality 
touch operating terminal and Siemens 
control system. Due to the new graphical 
user interface, operation is even simpler and 
more efficient. As an alternative, the tried and 
tested “i-Touch” control knob can guide you 
through the most important menu functions. 
All adjustments can be made and saved on 
the operating terminal. Integration into higher 
ranking control systems or interlinking with 
other machines is no problem.

With the right tool and handling monitoring 
systems the reliability of the entire 
manufacturing process can be guaranteed:

PDA Production data acquisition

MDA Machine data acquisition

RFID Radio frequency identification

NFC Near-field communication

The data can be called up in the network 
using the operator ID and displayed in the 
form of a clearly laid out diagram.

WEBER operation
With intuitive layout

WEBER process monitoring
Available with all systems

WEBER process assurance systems
Automated monitoring and maintenance management
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All information about the condition of the 
machine is stored in the software of the 
WEBER Maintenance Manager, allowing 
targeted planning of maintenance, service 
and safety inspections. The remaining time 
for pending service work is displayed and 
signalled in the form of a clear diagram. The 
operating instructions can be accessed on 
the operating terminal at all times for further 
information. This increases cost-efficiency 
and process reliability.

The high quality of WEBER grinding 
technology also includes efficiency and 
cost-effectiveness. WEBER parts handling 
systems stand out for their sophisticated 
solutions that offer far more than grinding. 
For instance, with WEBER Smart Control the 
automatic tool approach in relation to the 
material thickness of the workpiece can be 
individually controlled for each grinding unit. 
The process parameters such as tool wear 
are automatically corrected.

WEBER Maintenance Manager
For maximum machine availability

WEBER control systems
For an automated process

WEBER operation
With intuitive layout

WEBER process monitoring
Available with all systems

WEBER process assurance systems
Automated monitoring and maintenance management



AUTOMATION 
TO MEET THE HIGHEST 
STANDARDS. 

Process reliability is an essential prerequisite for 

an automated industry. In addition to sophisticated 

grinding technology, WEBER offers innovative 

handling, diagnosis and maintenance systems.
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WEBER innovations
Opportunities for an automated future

WEBER smart factory concepts 
Monitoring, diagnosis and maintenance  
in a digitised world

WEBER Smart Factory is a production environment in which the 
production machines and logistics systems operate as autonomously 
as possible, via networked systems that communicate with each other 
via the Internet.

Camera systems for timely detection of problems

Camera systems connected to a network can be used to detect 
irregularities, particularly at points that cannot be easily seen by 
personnel, so that measures can be initiated in time. 

Remote diagnosis and maintenance via virtual reality

Virtual reality (VR) makes it possible to observe a grinding station from 
your desk and experience the details as if you were there. Modern  
VR glasses now allow extremely realistic simulation. They can be used 
to assist technicians on the machine and experts from their computer 
screen with remote diagnosis or remote maintenance. 

Condition monitoring for wear and warehouse optimisation

Relevant information stored on a chip can be electronically read, and 
ensures the correct handling of the products, detects tool wear and 
documents the warehouse spare parts stock.
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WEBER innovations
Opportunities for an automated future

Our customers play the most important part in our consultation, 
installation and support services. Thanks to our close cooperative 
contact with our customers, we can make their requests and 
requirements the focus of all new developments. As a result, we can 
provide our customers in various industries with grinding machines 
and automated handling systems that meet the highest demands on 
quality, performance and efficiency.

WEBER consulting and support
Our focus is on our customers

Every WEBER grinding machine and its periphery is developed and 
manufactured in Kronach. For the development of new technologies, we 
at WEBER trust only our own specialists. We provide our customers with 
our in-house technical centre where we test innovations, develop them 
further and finally make them ready for their market launch. Even after 
delivery of a machine, the WEBER after-sales service ensures problem-
free commissioning and long-term production efficiency.

WEBER support
More than just grinding machines

WEBER technical centre
Presentations and customer training at our  
own technical centre



Hans Weber
Maschinenfabrik GmbH
Bamberger Str. 20
D-96317 Kronach
Phone: +49 (0)9261 409-0
Fax: +49 (0)9261 409-399
Email: info@hansweber.de
www.hansweber.de

Quality “made in Germany”
Our company, rich in tradition, can look back on 
over 100 years of grinding machine manufacturing. 
The name WEBER is synonymous with innovation 
and high-quality machine construction.
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